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50th volume anniversary of Polymer Journal
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In 2018, Polymer Journal will publish the 50th volume. The first issue
of Polymer Journal launched in 1970. Since then, Polymer Journal

has published about 6800 manuscripts. These papers have greatly
contributed to the development of the field of polymer science and its
related fields. We publish this special issue (Vol. 50, No. 1) to celebrate
this occasion. From North America, Europe, China and Japan, seven
review and five focus review papers written by world-renowned
polymer scientists have been collected. This special issue covers a
wide range of polymer science topics from syntheses, structures,
functions (photo-, electro-, bio-functions) and interfaces of macro-
molecules and emerging related materials. I would like to thank all
authors of this issue, Professors Akimitsu Narita, Klaus Muellen,
Xi Zhang, Christopher K. Ober, Deqing Zhang, Hiroyuki Nishide,
Mitsuo Sawamoto, Atsushi Harada, Kazunori Kataoka, Atsushi
Takahara, Yoshiki Chujo, Mitsuru Ueda and Toshikazu Takata, for
writing these excellent papers. I also contributed our review paper. The
keywords of these papers reflect topical issues in the field of polymer
science. I am sure that these papers will be widely read and will have a
great impact on polymer science.
In the history of Polymer Journal, the most-cited paper published

throughout the issues since 1970 is Professor Donald Tomalia’s paper
that reports dendrimers for the first time.1 This work was published as
a paper based on his invited talk at the 1st SPSJ International Polymer
Conference (IPC 84 Kyoto), which was held in Kyoto, during 20–24
August 1984. Personally, I attended Prof Tomalia’s invited lecture
when I was a graduate student. This paper has been cited more than
2500 times (September 2017) according to the Web of Science,
Clarivate Analitics. The second most-cited paper is the contribution
of Professor Ishihara and Professor Nakabayashi, which was one of the
important reports in the field of biomaterials.2 The third most-cited
paper was written by Professor Tadokoro. The paper discloses the

crystalline structures of poly(vinylidene fluoride).3 Professor Shira-
kawa, who is a Nobel laureate, published a couple of papers on
polyacetylenes in Polymer Journal. Two of his papers are the fourth
and fifth most-cited papers.4,5 I am sure Polymer Journal will continue
to publish cutting-edge and important papers in the field of polymer
science and related fields.
Finally, I would like to thank all readers, authors, referees, editors,

editorial assistants and publishers for their contribution to Polymer
Journal. We are looking forward to receiving your manuscript for
future issues.
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